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Prepare for battle
Christians must be informed about the New
Age Movement in order to fight it. Page 2.

Turn on the LIGHT
The LIGHT team will visit the Eastern Bloc
during Spring Break. See page 5.

Terrific turnover
The Lady Flames stretch past Baptist
College for a 89-78 victory. Page 6.
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Candlers construction
creates new entrances
By BEN LAFROMBOIS
Champion Reporter

The trafficflowon, off and around
campus will be transformed within
the next 10 months. The alterations
will involve four projects, three of
which relate directly to the campus.
In chapel Friday Dr. Jerry Falwell,
chancellor of Liberty University,
announced thefirstand most immediate project. Within two weeks, the
existing road near the baseball field
will become a two-lane blacktop
accessing U.S. 29.
The school is cooperating with the
Norfolk and Southern Railway to
place railroad guards across the road
which accesses U.S. 29. "The entrance will be open from 7 a.m. to 7

p.m.," Falwell stated.
The second project will consist of
three ramps connecting Liberty University directly to U.S. 460.
These must be completed by the
first football game, according to
Lowell Terry, traffic engineer for the
city of Lynchburg.
The access from campus will be
designed as follows:
•One ramp will be located across
from the campus on the right side of
Liberty University Drive. The ramp
will feed onto U.S. 460 east.
•Both an entrance and an exit will
access U.S. 460 west at the intramural
field near the senior dorms.
The last two projects involve the
construction of Candler's Station
Center. Of particular interest to Lib-

erty is anew four-lane road which
will connect Liberty University directly to Candler's Mountain Road at
the GE baseball fields.
The road will run on the campus
side of U.S. 460, originating at the
Guard Shack and running alongside
the footballfieldand through the campus sideoftheGeneralElectric in the
vicinity of the baseball fields. Entrance and exit ramps to U.S. 460
west will be placed along this road.
The expense for the road will be shared
by the city, the state and the
developer(s) of the Center.
Finally, the remainder of the construction will take place at die new
shopping center. This will involve
placing an exit ramp, leading from
U.S. 460 east to Candler's Mountain

Road on the east side of die bridge
over 460. This location will be at die
extension of Candler's Mountain
Road running past River Ridge Mall.
Construction should be complete
by Nov. 1 to coincide widi comple-

Senate approves
restoration
of Thanksgiving
vacation

tion of Candler's Station.
"Candler's Station Center was die
motivation behind die initiative to
create better access to Candler's
Mountain Road to and from 460,"
Terry said. Easy access to die 80-

store shopping complex will beaboon
to die owners of Candler's Station as
well as Liberty University. Terry
explained improved access to a major
highway "usually makes land value
increase; it becomes more dcsireablc."

White Heart survives
travel problem, crowd
By JEFFREY SIMMONS
Asst Feature Editor

By DOUGLAS R. DEMPSEY
Champion Reporter

Eventiioughuieir bus broke down
in Southbend, Ind., the Christian band
White Heart still made it to the E.C.
Glass Auditorium, Feb. 26, to entertain and uplift die 800 people in attendance.
White Heart's second stop on its
"Freedom" Tour was originally
scheduled to start at 7:30 p.m. but
finally began around 9:45. Kevin
Seay, LU student and founder of die
production group promoting die concert, was not overly concerned widi
die delay.
"Normally it would have bodiered
me, but thistimeit didn't," he said. "I
knew God could worktilingsout"
Because of die delay, many people
didn't remain to buy tickets. This
factor resulted in several ticket sale
losses.
"We estimated diat we lost
between 200 to 300 ticket sales because of die delay," Seay related. "A
lot of die youtii groups diat came had
to leave in order to gettiieirkids back
by midnight."
Liberty students who waited for die
concert were allowed to return to
campus after curfew because of its
late start.
White Heart responded to this
announcement in a grateful manner.
"When I heard they were going to let
you go back to school late, I rejoiced,"
keyboardist Mark Gersmehl said.
Transformation Crusade opened up
die concert, performing remixes of
songs from uieir album Get Sold Out
as well as new ones. Songs such as
"Motel Hell" and "Hold On" kept the
crowd on its feet for die duration of

tiieir performance.
The crowd was still standing when
White Heart took die stage. They
began widi "Baby widi aPowerTool"
and "Invitation," both from their
"Freedom" album.
Billy Smiley, guitar and keyboard
instrumentalist, tiien spoke about a
freedom diat comes from within and
asked die crowd, "Do you have that
freedom?"
Later in die concert, die energetic
crowd was silent when Gersmehl
brought a short message during a break
in die music.
"We are loved by die Master of
everydiing you see," Gershmel said.
"We are all here for die same reason.
It's time for the people of God to be
die people of God."
Gersmehl's message was followed
by die song "Kingdom Come" along
widi several odiers from tiieir Freedom album and older ones as well.
White heart left the stage around 12:30
after two encores and an invitation
given by lead singer Ric Florian.
Florian was excited about performing in front of the enuiusiastic crowd.
"Lynchburg was die hottest town
we've played in a long time," he
said." The crowd response was unbelievable."
Aldiough he lostticketsales, Seay
believed die concert was successful.
"I believe die concert was a success
for several reasons," he said. "One,
die people diat stayed around had a
greattime.Two, there were about 11
rededications and 10 salvation decisions after die concert."
In die future, Seay De Light Productions will attempt to bring odier
groups such as Petra to Lynchburg.

The senate meeting Thursday, March 1, focused on two
bills which produced heated debate and strong feelings on
botii sides of die issues. Dr. Jerry Falwell did not attend die
meeting as scheduled; however, he has rescheduled for
March 22.
The first bill considered called for die restoration of
Thanksgiving break to a full week. Because of die addition
of two reading days in October, Thanksgiving break has
been shortened to only four days.
Sen. David Gibbs, sponsor of die bill, stated that many
students have expressed strong opposition to adding reading days at die expense of Thanksgivng break. The bill
contains a provision allowing die administration to drop
one or botii reading days, if necessary, to preserve a full
week off at Thanksgiving.
The bill passed die senate overwhelmingly.
The second bill, considered by the senate, was die Resident Assistant Preservation Act, sponsored by Sen. Antiiony Perrone.
This bill is in response to die recent reductions in White Heart guitarist Gordon Kennedy jams for the crowd during White Heart's
performance at E.C. Glass High School Feb. 26.
photo by TimAimmon
resident assistant scholarships.
"They quoted us a figure and it's a drastic cut," Amy
Cook, an RA in dorm 23, told the senate. "They (the administration) couldn't require half of what tiiey do now
(from the RA's)."
The bill would urge die administration to consider all
ouier possible cut-backs before reducing RA scholar- By LAURA GREGG
Traeger said each of die applicants must go
ships. Included intiieseother considerations are athletic Editor
through an extensive interview process. Recomscholarships, maintenance and new buildings.
mendations for die first cut are based on personal
"ItiiinkRA's are more important than football players," The Residence Life office recendy an- interviews widi die residence life staff, recomSen. Karen Leary said. "If diey cut full RA scholarships nounced cuts in resident assistant scholarships mendations forms and die application forms diat
then they shouldn't have full atiiletic scholarships eitiier." for die 1990-91 academic year.
die studentsfillout.
"RA scholarships are more important than most others
The scholarships, which currently provide
Director of Residence Life Catiiy Baker debecause oftiieirresponsibilities," Sen. Mark Gott added. for room, board and tuition for up to 33 hours, scribed die application process: "Each applicant
Gibbs proposed an amendment diat would make die will be $3,400 next year for 92 of die RAs, has to have four recommendations: one from each
wording of the bill much stronger than the original version. according to Bruce Traeger, dean of residence of his or her RAs, one from a faculty or staff
In defending his more direct wording, which would re- life. However, 12 RAs will receive a higher member and one from a person on his or her
quire die administration to cut other areas ratiier tiiansug- scholarship level, near full scholarship.
residence hall."
gest that it does, Gibbs said, "We need to send a message "We're going to have to go in and revise our
A selection questionnaire gives residence life
that we don't care what you cut, but don't cut the RA's program to a great degree," Traeger said. information on die applicant's goals, philosophy
(scholarships)."
"Duties will be reduced to correspond to die of management and problem solving skills, acNot all die senators favored die bill, however.
scholarship level. We'll have to bring die cording to Traeger. These answers, die interviews
"We don't need RA's for spiritual guidance," Sen. Curt requirements down. We're committed to and application forms help narrow die field of
Kuhn said. "Frankly I don't like RA's."
making die program work," he added.
applicants, and die residence life staff then
"It isn't die law diat makes Liberty spiritual; it's die Traeger said diat die revised program may chooses between 104 and 110 students to go into
students of LU," Sen. Joe Livesay said.
provide for "head resident assistants." These RA training, which begins after Spring Break.
The bill passed after several more heated arguments. students would receive die higher scholarDuring this training period, RATs (Resident
In odier senate news, several bills have received ap- ship.
Assistants in Training) undergo a second round of
proval from die administration and will be enacted within
While die individual scholarships have been interviews widi die deans as well as informal ondie next two ortiireeweeks.
cut approximately 61 percent, when die 12 full the-job evaluations widi die RAs and supervisors
Bills allowing students more access to die bald spot, scholarships are added, die total budget reduc- under whom diey're working. "After all recomkeeping die phones on until 12:30 a.m. and implementing tion is much lower. "When you look at our mendations come in again," Traeger said, "we dea one-reprimand penalty for littering, all passed die ad- total scholarship budget it (die reduction) is termine who wiU be RAs for next year."
ministration.
not quite diat much," he said.
Traeger emphasized diat die main focus of die
The Residence Life office is currently in die resident assistant program is not discipline. "The
Anodier bill, allowing students to spend die night in die
process of selecting new resident assistants for goal of residence life is not to send out a bunch of
apartments off single students, was vetoed by Davis.
In explaining his veto, Davis said dial without a provi- die 1990-91 academic year. Approximately miniature Robocops. The goal is to send out men
sion for an easy way to monitor students who use die new SO students will be chosen from die 300 appli- and women who can invest themsel ves in die men Mark Brown, Jamie George and Jerry Wages perform a skit during
cations received this spring.
Friday's SGA chapel, promoting "50's night."
(*•>*> w D«„ E n ^
policy, die bill would not pass die administration.
and women ontiieirfloors."

RA scholarships reduced

opinion
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Editorial

Spring break
plans revealed

"...Where the spirit of the
Lord is, there is Liberty."
II Corinthians 3:17

Awareness provides
key to combat New
Age movement
As Christians being trained to go out into the "Real
World" and take our places in society, we will be associating everyday with people who have differing concepts of God, religion and morality from those to which
we adhere.
Chances are good that one of the philosophies we will
frequently encounter is that of the growing New Age
movement. This pseudo-theology has become one of
the fastest growing religions in modem society and is
probably one of the most widespread religions in the
history of the world.
The Eastern philosophies incorporated into the New
Age movement are, according to scholars, finding an
increasing influence in the holistic approach to everything from health to psychology, politics and ecology.
Glancing at the surface, one can quickly see the appeal
of the New Age movement. After all, here is a religion
that requires nothing of its practitioners, except that of
self-discovery. The New Ager quickly learns that sin
and guilt are only negative frames of mind, not reality;
and that Hell exists only as one creates it for himself on
this earth.
Furthermore, the movement teaches that death as we
know it is nonexistent and represents only an altered
state of life. One's ultimate destiny remains unclear but
possesses a chance for improvement depending upon
one's actions and motives in "this" life.
Thus the basic premise of the New Age movement is
die removal of any involvement from a divine sovereign
intihelives of man. A cosmic sovereign may or may not
exist, but it does not intervene in die affairs of men. This
leaves room for man to become his own god, his own
deity, his own ultimate frame of reference, his own
means unto an end.
Frightening thought, isn't it?
Yet what can we do to combat tiiis widespread and
powerful menace?
As each of us graduates and starts off in different directions we will be left to stand on our "own two feet."
Outside of church, few of us will be blessed enough to
have otiier Christians to support us in our moral and religious stand. For all intents and purposes most of us will
have to tackle tins and other issues face-to-face and
alone.
Therefore, die best ming we can do to prepare is to
become informed. A variety of books and otiier sources
of information are available on the topic of New Age
philosophies and dogmas. (See New age fiction informs Christians, Page 2)
Yes, it would be easier to shelter ourselves from the
unpleasantries of life, to spend ourtimesurrounded by
those who love God and believe as we do, but this is
essentially an impractical and impossible solution.
Hiding ourselves away from the problems in the world
and refusing to acknowledge them will not cause them
to go away. Ignorance is not an answer; it is an excuse.
And it is an excuse that Christians have been using for
far too long.
The New Age philosophy is something probably all of
us will have to combat at one time or another. To do so
successfully requires that we not only know and understand die beliefs of others, but also know what we
believe as Christians and why we believe it.
The living alternativetiiatChristians have to offer to
followers oftiiismovement is infinitely more powerful
since it is built on pillars of reality rather than on
attractive speculation. But, unless we are educated
about the New Age beliefs and secure in our own, how
can we expect to properly defeat diem?

Liberty Forum Policies
The Liberty Champion welThe Liberty Champion
comes members of die Liberty reserves therightto accept, recommunity to submit letters to ject or edit any letter received,
the editor on any subject
according to the policies of
Letters should not exceed 300 the Liberty Champion.
words and must be signed. The
The deadline for all letters
Champion asks that all letters is 6 p.m. Thursday.
be typed.
Please address all letters to
All material submitted to the "Editor, Liberty Champion"
Liberty Champion becomes and drop them off in DH 109
the property of the Champion. or Box 21754.

New Age fiction informs Christians
By JEFFREY SIMMONS
Assist Feature Editor

In response to
society's increasAnalysis
ing fascination
with the New Age movement and demonic activity, one man has taken it
upon himself to inform Christians of
the dangers associated with these
movements.
Frank E. Peretti has written two recent books about the rising obsession

with the supernatural. This Present
Darkness, released in 1988, and
Piercing The Darkness, released in
1989, deal with the occult and New
Age and have both risen to the number one position on the Christian bestseller list at different times.
Peretti related the main objectives
behind his two books in a recent article in Servant magazine. "God's
people need to see that we are living
in very perilous times. Occultism and
demonic activity are on a tremendous

surge, and we need to be prepared
because sooner or later we are going
to be confronting these problems."
This Present Darkness, an insight
into spiritual warfare, was directed at
these supernatural problems. Because
of the nature of this book, Peretti had
trouble, at first, finding a Christian
publisher to accept the manuscript.
"It wasn't fantasy, science-fiction,
romance or a biblical biographical
See, Peretti Page 3

Liberty Forum
E3
Bloye misses mark with performance commentary
Editor,
I am writing in response to Kevin
M. Bloye's article that was printed in
the Feb. 21,1990 edition of the Liberty Champion.
In the article Mr. Bloye gives four
reasons why he thinks the Flames
basketball team hasn't been able to
pull off the upsets on their home court
I agree with him on three out of the
four reasons. However, I strongly
disagree with the one remaining reason.
According to his article, Mr. Bloye
seems to think that the team lacks
leadership, but just what is his basis

for leadership qualities?
Mr. Bloye determines leadership
by whether or not a particular player
gets mad during the game. Furthermore, he claims that neither Bailey
Alston or Tim Scarborough get mad
during the course of the game. He
then claims that, "It's time someone
got mad."
I have only two questions for Mr.
Bloye. First, who is he to even begin
to put down the "on the court" mannerisms of Alston and Scarborough?
If it were not for the intense and
phenomenal play of these two players, the Flames would probably be

looking at an even worse record!
Second, why does he seem to think
that getting mad is a sign of leadership? When a player gets mad on the
court, all he is doing is letting his
anger mentally take him out of the
game.
I have to think that leadership is
determined by a player's consistent
day-in day-out performance. And,
consistently, Alston and Scarborough
play to their fullest potential. They
lead with their actions, not with their
mouths!
Sean A. Patrick

Because of a ———
recent shortage
Jeffrey
of sunshine and
Simmons
sandy beaches in
"
Lynchburg, Liberty University announced yesterday that spring break
has been cancelled until next year.
"We have decided that the week
could be utilized more effectively by
structuring it into a profitable learning time for students," administration announced.
Administrators are working closely
with the professors in an attempt to
provide the student body with a plethora of exciting academic activities
during the week.
Some of the more noteworthy diversions include: a 50-page essay
contest on the joys of organic gardening, a Burl Ives lyric recitation, a
mock game of jeopardy where the
only category is "wives of computer
programmers" and, at the end of the
week, a huge intellectually stimulating Tupperware party.
OK, OK I know it's a sickening
thought, but I decidedl'd just throw it
out to see if I got any response.
In reality this blessed occasion is
almost upon us. In honor of the near
arrival of this festive vacation, I questioned students and faculty about their
plans for Spring Break.
Dee Anna Corley, Bloomfield,
N.M. - "I'm going to Pennsylvania to
see my fiance's grandparents."
Tonya K a tteskola, Bayonne, N J .
- "I'm going to the Bahamas to surf,
horseback ride and water ski."
Barry Caddell, Murfreesboro,
Tenn. • "I'm going home and sending
out a couple hundred resumes. I will
also probably go out with my girlfriend and sleep."
Dr. Edwin Brinkley, Lynchburg,
Va. - "I'd like to spend the week in
Flordia at Disney World. In actuality,
I'll probably stay home grading papers."
Debbie Epperly, Anna, Ohio "I'm going to my sister's house in
North Carolina. I'll most likely end
up babysitting while she's at work."
Chris Lenhard, Herdon, Va. "I'm going home and looking for a
job with the government. When I'm
not looking for a job, I'll be doing
homework and driving a fork lift."

mi

Consumers must recognize quack medicines
Billionsofdol- ~ —
—~r
lars are spent by Dl» nlCnBrO
Americans on
Lane
health care prod- — ^ — — • —
ucts each year. Manufacturers compete aggressively to capture as large a
slice of the health care pie as possible.
"Newer" and "better" products are
introduced daily in an effort to gain a
marketing advantage. Many of these
products have a legitimate scientific
basis; others are worthless hoaxes.
Quackery comes in many forms.
Snake oils, hair tonics, wrinkle creams,
weight reducing belts, electromagnetic field generators and curative
necklaces and pyramids are just a
few. These items are usually harmless. However, a few are toxic to
human beings.
Occasionally, misguided users of
quack remedies die because their blind
devotion to the harmful product or
service prevented them from seeking
effective treatments.
The Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) has the responsibility of controlling medicinal drugs and devices.
The number of fake cures, however,
is so great that it would take years for
FDA inspectors to find and take successful action against most of these
so-called remedies even if all other
FDA projects were suspended.
Therefore, consumers need to be
able to recognize quack cures by
knowing the process legitimate medications must go through in order to
become accepted by the FDA.
To begin with, legitimate medicines
always go through the FDA for approval. Quackery items attempt to
bypass the system in an effort to make
as much money as possible before
dectection by authorities. Consumers
should check the FDA to make certain that the medication is legitimate.
Consumers also need to remember
that a patent number on a product
does not guarantee that it works. A

patent merely shows that the product
is an original design on record in the
Patent Office.
Unfortunately, endorsement of a
product by a physician or other professional does not guarantee a
product's effectiveness or safety, either. For example, Dr. Albert Abrams
created a machine that he declared
could diagnose any disease, as well as
identify the victim's sex and even
determine his or her religion. When
investigators checked the machine

The Liberty Way

they found a jumble of wires, rheostats and other assorted parts; it was
worthless yet Abrams died a millionaire. Thousands of his victims died
penniless, many prematurely.
Machines like Abrams' are discovered every year, as well as elixirs,
diet supplements and wonder drugs
of all sorts. But, every year millions
of people still fall for their claims.
Advertisements for quack products,
likewise, will never appear in legitimate medical literature. Ads for

by G.Triplett

fraudulent products are packed with
terms like: miracle, super, scientifically proven, immediate results, secret formula, amazing, etc. The consumer should keep in mind the popular adage, if it sounds too good to be
true, it probably is.
If in doubt about a product, ask
your own physician or write the
manufacturer for information. Your
doctor can help you sort through the
technical jargon and evaluate the
product's validity and safety.
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White Heart demonstrates scope of talent, versatility
By DOUGLAS DEMPSEY
Champion Reporter

The Whiteheart
concert at E.C.
Review
Glass auditorium
<
on Thursday, Feb. 26, got off to a
very shaky start but finished with a
definitive bang.
Because of transportation breakdowns in Indiana, the site of the
groups performance the night before,
Whitcheart's equipment arrived four
hours late. The concert, which was
supposed to begin at 7:30, didn't get
under away until nearly 10.
The hundreds of fans who showed
up early made the best of the situation, however, by engaging in a
rousing game of "grab the guy in the
front of the line and pass him back to
the end of the line."
By the time the Transformation
Crusade finally took the stage, people
were somewhat frustrated by the delays and it showed in the crowd response to Liberty's own rap group.
Featuring a gut-level, pulsating bass
on virtually every number, Transformation Crusade showed they have
the talent to rap with die best Their
show began with the title cut from
their album "Sold Out".
The Transformation Crusade,
comprised of Daryl Fitzegerald, Chris
Williamson, and Andre Sims, rapped
about street life, gang warfare, morality, and life on the street.
Such numbers as "Motel Hell" and
"Hold On" presented Christian values in a very honest and blunt manner. It's easy to see how the Transformation Crusade can have a tre-

- Peretti
Continued from Page 2

work. It was this whole different
genre—a mixture of real modem day
characters and supernatural characters moving in parallel," he said. "A
lot of publishers thought, 'We can't
touch this. It's never been done before.'"
After eventually finding a publisher, Peretti's two books combined

mendous impact upon the youth of
America. Their rapping is excellent
and they know what the kids need to
hear.
In between the Crusade show and
the Whiteheart concert, a spokesman
for Whiteheart came on stage and
announced, to the confusion of the
crowd, that curfew was suspended
for all Lynchburg students. Assuming he meant Liberty, most of the
crowd cheered. Maybe next time,
however, someone could let the guy
know where he is and who we are.
When Whiteheart finally appeared,
they didn't disappoint. Ushered in
by a head pounding musical introduction the band virtually crashed
into its opening number "Power
Tools." Lead singer Rick Florian immediately began moving around the
stage, singing, and swinging his microphone stand above his head, to the
delight of the roaring crowd.
The pace stayed intense on the
second number "Invitation" which
began with a screaming guitar solo
and the third, which was "Vital
Signs," the title cut from one of the
group's earlier albums.
"Vital Signs" featured some great
synchronized movement and guitar
playing. It was easy to see the guys
on stage were having as much fun as
the people in the crowd.
After a slower number called "No
Taboo" the group apologized for its
late start and promised to stay as long
as the audience wanted them. They
then broke into "The River Will
Flow," the first single from their new
album Freedom.
A thundering drum solo led off the

have sold more than a million copies.
Peretti's newest book, Piercing
The Darkness, focuses more specifically on the New Age movement,
a movement which he has observed
spreading across the face of the planet
"It (New Age) has saturated every
aspect of our culture," he said. "It's
in the educational system, the media,
the government and the corporate
world."

song "Let It Go," which again worked
the audience into a frenzy. Following the slow-paced "Fly Eagle Fly,"
which showed the group is capable of
great harmonization, was the explosive "Babylon," a very upbeat number showcasing some excellent keyboard playing.
"Dr. Jekyl, Mr. Christian," a very
energized number with yet more
screeching guitars, preceded two
slower numbers which settled the
crowd down and prepared them for a

I112L

loose and have fun.
Whiteheart then sang "Let the Kingdom Come," an excellent little number that, surprisingly enough, showcased the groups ability to generate
great volume and thrilling sounds with
their instruments.
"Sing your Freedom," the title cut
from the new album, was the last
number. They left the stage, momentarily, but were called back by popular demand.
For their encore they sang "More

Sold Out (to Him)" which asked,
"Who are you committed to?" Florian then shared a few words of encouragement and led an invitation as
the others sang "We Are His Hands."
As the final chords drifted away
into nothingness nobody dared question the group's intensity, musical
prowess or volume. They had it all.
They also made it clear they had
something everyone needs: Jesus
Christ. He is what Whiteheart is all
about.

VJ
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Determined writer defeats Ego-buster
off my tie, I repeated the question
twice, then she turned toward me,
saw our hero
Dan
smiled wickedly and proceeded to
punch my lights out.
Iregainedconsciousness approxiby the evil villain
<
mately
eight minutes later. The girl
known only as the Ego-buster. This
was
gone.
time, we see our hero searching the
world for this doer-of-evil to bring " This could only be the work of
peace once andfor all so every single the Ego-buster," I thought to myself.
individual will never again have to I had tofindhim fast.
Thursday, 22 February 1990,1750
worry about embarrassment on a
hours.
I was walking through Dedate.)
Moss
prying
and poking at the lid of a
People like me aren't trained to
Diet
Coke
can
from which I had inadinvestigate crimes regarding victims
of the dating dilemma. We are usu- vertently pulled the tab. Suddenly,
ally thrown into this world of hurt as my ears were filled with a cackling
a result of personal experience of sound I haverememberedsince sumwhich I have had many. We func- mer camp in the eighth grade. HE
tion only on busted egos, and I pos- was near.
I threw down the can and pulled a
sess one of these in the fullest sense
of the term. There is only one way to Smith and Wesson .44 magnum from
stop egos from being busted, and my coat pocket I rounded a corner
that is to stop my arch-rival the Ego- only to see a young male sophomore
trying to drown himself in a drinking
buster.
Wednesday, 21 February 1990, fountain. I pulled him out
1520 hours. I first got wind of the
"What happened?" I asked.
Ego-buster making a return trip to
Sobbing, hereplied,"I went up to
LU after several months absence. I this girl and asked her out She turned
realized this after seeing a young me into the police for harassment."
damsel sitting on a couch crying. I
Dropping the sophomore onto the
approached her and, knowing exactly floor, I went after a shadow that I had
what was wrong, asked her what was seen disappear around a corner. I
wrong.
could feel those eyes piercing my
"Buzz off!" she replied. I knew it; ribs. HE was close.
it had to be HIM.
Friday, 23 February 1990, 1465
After wiping slobber and lipstick hours. Fewer than 24 hours after the
(Last week, we

being victimized Hochhalter

lighten your I
by carry'
Even if you're up to
your eyebrows in homework, you needn't carry
the world on your
shoulders.
Not with a Macintosh®
computer on your desk.
Think of an assignment that weighs heavily
on your mind right now—
say, a term paper. With
Macintosh, you can bring
instant order to the jumble
of notes, scribbles, quotes,
and excerpts that'll go
into your paper. You can
quickly draft an outline,
change the order of topics,
and jot down related ideas
at will.

few remarks from the group's keyboard player Mark Gersmehl.
During this break he talked about
letting Jesus tear down the walls in
individual lives. Wearing faded jeans
and a tank top, Gersmehl seemed
like anyone you might meet on campus, except, of course, for his slightly
out-of-code haircut. His words, although not out of the latest theological text, were, nonetheless, spiritually moving. It was nice to see someone living for God and still able to cut

Then you start to
write. You don't like the
way you phrased a paragraph? No problem—try
something new, without
erasing or retyping a word.
Want to move the second
page of your first draft to
the tail end of your last
draft? It only takes
a few seconds.
With Macintosh,
you can also have
your paper

previous incident I finally devised a
plan which would bring the Egobuster to me. I walked up to a girl, an
attractive brunette, presumably of the
senior status, complaining to a couple
other girls that no one would ask her
out I approached her and asked her
to the campus movie.
She replied, "With you?! I'd just
as soon throw myself under a large,
fast-moving truck!!"
"Freeze!" I yelled as I ripped my
gun out of my holster and pointed it
over the girl's shoulder. Shepromptly
fainted, thus giving me a clear view
behind her of the man in diapers. The
Ego-buster ran into the quad area with
me hot on his heels.
He stopped and turned to face me
after he ran into a flag pole.
"Give it up!" I yelled. "You're
finished!"
I caught a glimmer on his diaper.
He brought up his bow and drew a
razor blade from his sheath.
"Don't move!" I ordered.
After all these years I had finally
met the man that had caused me so
much embarrassment and so many
sleepless nights. I saw his eyes up
close; I heard his cackling laugh. I
had to stop him. I unsnapped the holster and held my hand only inches
from the .44 magnum. This was it.
Do or die.
He pulled back die string on his

bow and lowered his sights on my
heart
Off to one side I could hear someone whistling die theme to "The Good,
the Bad and the Ugly."
I lowered my hand, ready to draw
my gun, when all of a sudden a pink
rabbit suddenly crossed between us,
beating a bass drum while someone
announced, "Still going! And going!
And going...."
The Ego-buster let a razor blade fly
and it pierced die rabbit right between die eyes. I took advantage of
die moment andfireda direct hit But
die Ego-buster didn't fall. Instead,
he vanished.
Saturday, 24 February 1990, 1310
hours. I stood in front of my mirror
and pondered die events which had
taken place die day before. I realized
tiiat die Ego-buster would always be
around; he would always be waiting
to attack.
The only way to really defeat him
would be to ignore him, to pick myself up despite his attacks and try
again.
Someone will inevitably say "yes"
sooner or later. I smiled to myself as
I picked up a long-stemmed rose and
a box of chocolates from die dresser
and started for die door.
"Yes," I diought as I adjusted my
tie, "Sooner or later someone will say
yes."
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xtraunit
proofread in a minute or
two. And you can illustrate
it with professionallooking drawings and
graphs, even if you don't
know a T-square from a
T-bird.
And here's the
clincher: You can learn to
do all of these things—all
of them—in less time than
you might spend studying
for a Monday morning
quiz. Starting Sunday
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World
Lithuanians call
for independence
Lithuanians are speeding up election of their Parliament so it can
vote for independence before March
12, when Soviet leader Mikhail
Gorbachev is expected to receive
expanded presidential powers.
Estonia plans to ask Soviet Legislature to reconsider a 1940 resolution under which the republic became part of the Soviet Union.

Labor unions create
havoc for Chamorro
Nicaraguan President-elect Violeta de Chamorro, already struggling with the ousted Sandinistas
over the army and the Contras, has
new challengers: the labor unions.
The Sandinista-controlled unions
warned that Chamorro has 100 days
to turn around the beleaguered economy or face national strikes.

Capture of Enrile
called unconstitutional

ment in last December's coup attempt, said his arrest was unconstitutional.

outreach for youth of all ages
By DAWN E.WALKER

Nation

Champion Reporter

Environmentalists
condemn Clean Air Bill

The formation of a puppet team
marks the first consistent children's
ministry sponsored by any team on
campus. KidsQuest is the name and,
according to founder Todd Hartley,
the primary goal of KidsQuest is to
take practical truths and put them on
a child's level.
The group will be traveling to
New York City, Buffalo, N.Y. and
Toronto, Canada during Spring Break.
Hartley formed the group in September. "I had been praying about it
for a year and really felt the need for
this type of consistent children's
ministry group on campus," he explained.
The team, which focuses on children in grades one through six,
ministers in churches, Christian
schools, orphanages, nursing homes
and Good Samaritan centers.
"We want to gear towards children
in Christian schools," Hartley explained. Six children have been saved
so far.
"We want to make the Bible come
to life. We want to make it as exciting
and as life-like as it possibly can be,"
he added. We believe it is a sin to
bore a kid, and we try everything
possible to make our presentations
exciting.
Hartley stated that the puppet team
is also used in ministering to teens

A clean air bill, praised by negotiators but condemned by environmentalists, heads for the Senate next
week.
Senate Democratic and Republican leaders joined with White House
negotiators to unveil the product of
a month of tough negotiations and
pronounced it good for the nation's
dirty air.

Panel approves
national health plan
A sharply divided national commission voted Friday on a $65 billion health insurance plan designed
to protect all citizens from cradle to
grave. The crucial vote, after more
than a year of debate by the 15member panel, came amid last-minute lobbying against the plan by the
White House.

The Philippine Supreme Court has
given President Corazon Aquino's U.S. to cut monetary
government five days to produce
aid to Middle East
jailed opposition leader Juan Ponce
Enrile in court and ordered it to ex- The Bush administration surprised
plain why he was arrested.
Mideast watchers with its support
Lawyers for Enrile, who were de- for a plan to reduce aid to Israel to
tained Tuesday for alleged involve- spend more on new democracries.

Members of the KidsQuest puppet team pictured clockwise are Kristi Carr, Jim Seibel, Todd Hartley,
Tamara Tattersall, Amy Harper and Charity Peterson.
photo by Fr»n Qorr

because puppets are a common communicator.
While the team requires extra hours
of practice and performing the members do not seem to mind. Amy Harper
has been involved with the puppet
team since November and said she
enjoys working with the young children. Harper is looking forward to
traveling to Manhattan Bible Church
in New York City.
"We will be working along with
Tom Maharis," Harper explained.
"The various teams of YouthQuest

will be involved in street meetings,
"The team's main goal is to share
subway ministry, visitation and wit- the gospel. We really need everyone
nessing in school assemblies, youth to pray for us," Harper said. "We
rallies and church programs," she said. could really use that the most."

Professional puppeteers plan workshop
By DAWN E. WALKER
Champion Reporter

A group of professional puppeteers and performers from California
will be revisiting Liberty for a oneday workshop in April. In conjunction with the School of Puppetry
workshop there will also be a demonstration of a new technique of using
music in a worship service.
This workshop will presented on
behalf of the LU School of Education
and AssL Prof. Carolyn Deimer.
The puppeteers are members of
Puppet Productions, a San Diego
based company thathas trained nearly
110,000 persons in puppetry during
the past IS years.
The workshop will include several
different puppetry-related subjects.
The main concentrations will be in
basic puppetry, rod-arm puppetry,

advanced puppetry, voice characterization, direction ofapuppet team and
choreography.
Diemer, assistant professor of elementary education, will sponsor the
event again this year. "I was really
pleased with the results of last year's
workshop," Diemer said. "We had
over 200 people get involved."
Diemer has been teaching at Liberty since 1976 and feels that the use
of puppetry has helped her students
learn to teach children's literature and
language arts.
"I have always encouraged the use
ofpuppetry for teaching. I have learned
that young students respond well to
puppetry. It is an outstanding method
of teaching and is also an excellent
way for Christians to reach out into
the community," Diemer explained.
Puppet Productions is the most
professional organization of its kind
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personnel needs in nearly every occupation.
Intercristo's Christian Placement Network
will
show fit
youyou.
which
openings
To
find out how...
Call toll free

1-800-426-1342
(WA & Canada
206-546-7330)

E3E1
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in the United States.
"They have both secular and Christian material, and I have been impressed with it," Diemer added.
During the workshop students will
be able to purchase catalogs and order
puppets, scripts, audio-tapes and
production equipment.
Live performances will be used to
demonstrate the effectiveness of puppetry as a communications tool.
"Actual participation by those in attendance will help prepare a team of
puppeteers or an individual to present
a professional quality performance

anywhere," Bill Hawes, president of
Puppet Productions, said.
The puppetry workshop will be held
April 7, from 1-4:30 p.m. in DeMoss
Hall. There will be a free worship
music service workshop held in the
morning from 9 a.m. to noon in Fine
Arts 101.
Because attendance at the school of
puppetry is limited in size so pre-registration is recommended.
The pre-registration fee is $5 per
person. Prof. Carolyn Diemer can be
contacted at the School of Education
for additional information.

Search '90 format altered
By CAROLYN LONG
Special to the Champion

Student Government has altered the format of Seach '90. This year's talent
show will be a contest with prizes and awards, according Bev Buffington, director of student activities, instead of a show of campus talent.
Talented students will compete in the areas of music, drama, magic and
comedy to win prizes and awards on March 24 at Search '90.
Prizes will be awarded in each category, though the Student Government
Association (SGA) has not decided on specific prizes. Buffington said, "To
get good talented students involved, it has to be a contest"
Any student can become involved, but each contestant must first audition at
a session of "LU Jams."
If a student passes the audition, then he or she will perform in the contest. The
performances will be judged by a panel of students, professional musicians and i
faculty members. The best performers in each category will receive prizes.
She said SGA is hoping to find a prominent host for Search '90.
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YQ readies
for beach
preaching

LIGHT returns to East
Bloc to see youth rally
By DEBBIE REECE
Champion Reporter

Thirty-five LU students will leave
today on LIGHT's third trip to Eastern Europe in the last two years.
The 11-day trip will take the students through West Germany, Hungary, Romania and the Soviet Union.
"This trip we will be doing one of
the biggest Bible distributions ever,"
Renee Kidd of LIGHT ministries said.
She said that the group will pick up
8,000 Russian New Testaments and
400 Russian study Bibles in Frankfurt, West Germany.
In Hungary, the group will also be
able to pick up the 3,000 Romanian
Bibles and a computer paid for by
Liberty students.
Team members were unable to deliver the computer during the Nov.
1989 campaign because the Romanian government would not allow
them to enter the country.
"It's exciting because this is the

first time LU will be going into airplane for thefirsttime
Cato said she first became interRomania as a free country," Kidd,
who wil 1 accompany the students, said. ested in going when a friend of hers
went on thefirstcampaign to Eastern
"The weekend the LIGHT team Europe. "I'd always wanted to go, but
will be in Romania is the most fantas- I really decided to go when Joseph
tic weekend for LU to be there be- Tson was here last semester during
cause the church where we will be Missions Week," Cato said.
For the trip the students are going to
ministering will be holding the first
pack one suitcase with their personal
nationwide youth rally," Kidd said.
The students have been preparing belongings and then pack that suitfor the trip for several months through case into a larger empty one.
Once the team picks up the Bibles
weekly orientation meetings. "We
encourage them to keep a daily jour- the team members willfilltheir empty
nal of the trip, so they will be able to suitcases with them, Kidd said.
A trip of this nature does possess
reflect on their feelings and experiences and keep those feelings alive," some risks, and leaders of the trip
have requested prayer for the team.
Kidd said.
The team needs prayer that trans"They will have a record of the little
incidents., .ihediffcrcntcircumstances porting the Bibles will go smoothly
and that the LIGHT team will be an
that changed their lives."
'T m excited about the whole idea," encouragement, especially to the
Melody Cato said. "I think I'm look- Romanian people, Kidd continued.
Vernon Brewer, Rick Amato, John
ing forward to being in Russia the
most...being in Red Square. It's so Lloyd and a camera crew will accomdifferent" She will beridingon an pany the students.

By KERI BURNS
Champion Reporter

Matt Selagea does the limbo during "50's
Student Government Friday night.

night" sponsored by
photo by Diwn Engllnh

Military ministry offers unique Christian Service
By MELODY CATO
Special to the Champion

As the weekend approaches, a
team from the Military Ministry prepares for an event-filled trip.
Every Saturday morning a team
of seven leaves en route to different military areas, where the team
gets involved with different services
held by surrounding churches and
Christian servicemen's organizations.
Bonnie Kauffman, a team leader
of the ministry, said that students
take part by singing, playing the piano, sometimes preaching, playing
sports or helping out with the cooking and cleaning.
One of the places that the Military Ministry visits is the Aberdeen
Christian Military Center in Aberdeen, Md. Kari Beckwith, a junior,
said that she really enjoys Aberdeen
because the team from LU can actually talk to, as well as witness to,
the men in the military.
According to Kauffman, the center provides free food, transportation from the base and a chance for
military persons to get off the base.
Kauffman also said that after they
arrive at the center on noon Saturday, they have a chance to clean
up, cook, watch television or do
homework until 6:30 that night
when the military persons arrive.
At this time the students from the
team have recreational time with the
people from the base.
Kauffman said that at 8 p.m. a
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Christian film is presented. After
the film, team individuals discuss it
with the officers. "This is an opportunity to bring them to Christ,"
Kauffman said.
A Sunday chapel service is also
held at the center, giving team
members the opportunity to perform
before they head back to school.
Kauffman said: "It is up to the students on what they want to do, but it
needs to be performed on a professional level.
Another place of service for the
teams is in Goldsboro, N.C., where
the team members minister in the
new church started by LU graduate
Otto Griffin. Seymour/Johnson Air
Base is located there, and many of
the church members are Air Force
personnel.
Beckwith said the team members
go door-to-door and meet many military personnel this way. On Sunday
they join the services at the church.
The third area is Havelock, N.C.,
where the U.S. Marine Corps. Air

••.' ,

Base Cherry Point is located. Camp
LeJune is also nearby. The team
ministers through the outreach of
Crystal Pines Baptist Church, which
was founded and is pastored by LU
graduate Frank Lacey. Lacey was a
team leader for military ministry
while he was in school.
The team also ministers at Virginia
Beach through the Fellowship Baptist Church, pastored by Benny
Hampton. The outreach is to the
various Virginia military bases in
Virginia Beach, Norfolk and
Portsmouth.
In Petersburg, Va., the teams work
through the outreach of Landmark
Baptist Church, pastored by LU
graduate Jack Hardy. This ministry
is aimed to army personnel at Fort
Lee, Va.
No matter what trip, the students
enjoy the ministry. Kauffman said,
"The students do it because they
want to share the gospel."
However, according to Kauffman
and Beckwith, more people are
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Talk

Dr. Darlene Holland

Q. What li "whiplash?"
A. It's a common name for an injury when the neck is "whipped" - when there is sudden
hyper-extension (rapid backward motion) followed by sudden hyper-flexion (rapid
forward motion).
Whiplash can occur when the body pitches forward suddenly from a stumble, fall
or other accident. It happens most typically in auto "rear-enders." The driver of the
front car, usually unsuspecting and relaxed, is hit by the force of another car slamming In to him from behind. The driver's (and/or passenger's) head first snaps backward and then forward by the quick stopping motion. This whipping motion then
usually strains or tears the muscles, ligaments and soft tissues of the neck and
frequently injures the cervical spine as well.
Q. Will I know If I get a terlou* whiplash Injury?
A. Yes, but not always right away. You probably will feel immediate pain, but
sometimes the symptoms take hours, or even days, to show up. Reactions to
whiplash might include stiff and painful neck, severe restiction of movement of the
head and neck, shoulder and arm pain, heaches, visual disturbance and others.
Whether or not you feel the immediate symptoms, it's wise to be checked by your
doctor of chiropractic as soon as possible. Whiplash has potentially serious
complications.
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Positions Available:
10-14 Room Tenders
5 Laundry Service
4 Porters
Children's Hostess (Certified Life
Saving, Lead Aerobics.etc.)
Office Clerks (Type 60/60 w.p.m.)
2 Night Auditors
Ask for Personnel, Mrs.Eagan
(804) 428-7731

Q. How can I avoid whiplash Injuries?
A. For one thing, make sure that the headrests in your car are high enough to touch
your skull. This can prevent whiplash injury if you are rear-ended. Adjust their height
for different drivers and passengers. Be aware, too, of unsafe or erratic drivers,
particularly those behind you, and try to avoid them. Practice defensive driving.
But if you do suffer this most common accident, use ice packs on your neck, rather
than heat, during the first hours and see your doctor of chiropractic immediately.
Chiropractic care might include the use of ice packs, cervical support through a soft
foam collar, moist heat and other physiological therapeutics, with specific manipulation to restore normal motion, function and alignmentof the cervical vertebrae as soon
as indicated.

said that many students do not know
said that many students do not know
about this Christian Service.
Kauffman found out about it by
flipping through the Christian Service Handbook. Beckwith found out
about it through a friend.
Another problem, according to
Kauffman, is that the ministry needs
more men. Kauffman said: "It would
be good if we had more guys because they can be a role model to
the men in the military."
Beckwith said most of the men in
the ministry were at some time in
the military. There have been times
when the chaplain candidates travel
with the teams.
Even though more workers are
needed, the ministry has accomplished a great deal. Beckwith said

that in the average semester 70-80
decisions for Christ will be made.
Decisions are followed up with a free
basic Bible course and personal cor
respondence by the military ministry leaders. Many of the converts
come to LU after their military hitch.
Whatever talent LU students may
have, they can get involved with the
Military Ministry. Kauffman said,
"You never know what kind of impact this may have on the lives of
these men."
The ministry is supervised and
coordinated by the Rev. Aaron
Murphey, a layman from Thomas
Road Baptist Church, and Dr. Dennis Fields, vice president of administrative relations. Interested students
and faculty can contact them for information.

YouthQuest is sponsoring a trip
for beach evangelism to Clearwater
Beach, Fla., during Spring break.
Forty Liberty students were selected out of 64 applicants to participate in the campaign.
Liberty students will begin their
efforts by participating in crowd- attracting games, such as tug-of-war
and football.
When a large crowd has gathered, the students will take surveys,
developed by Campus Crusade.
These surveys lead to die sharing of
the gospel.
"People really do have an openness and want to hear what we have
to say," Rodney Hufty, president of
YouthQuest, said. He has been on
two otiier Clearwater Beach Alive
campaigns. "Godreallyuses us when
we're tiiere."
During the 1989 Spring break, 213
people accepted Christ However, die
goals for this trip are mat 800 people
will be dealt with one-on-one
through die surveys and that 125 will
accept Christ as their Savior.
Follow up for those who make
decisions is done in a precise manner. Each person will fill out a card
with his personal information.
Three copies are made of each
card, and one is given to Campus
Crusade. Anodier copy goes to a local church in die area where die per-,
son lives, and Liberty will bring back
the third.
"Sometimes we get so isolated up
here that we forget what it's really
like out there," Hufty said/'God really uses us out tiiere."
A wide range of students were
chosen to represent the school. The
First Baptist Church Indian Rocks
of Key Largo, Fla., will house die
students. Each student pays $150
for the entire trip.
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Down by 10 with four minutes left:
Lady
Flames
overcome
adversity

Lady Flames defeat Bucs by 11
By MARVIN HAMLETT
Asst News Editor

two layups and a 23-foot three-pointer
with 1:19 left that put the nail in the
coffin and gave LU an 83-74 lead.
"Once we started to press, it really
psyched us up," White said. "We
were playing so hard, I don't think we
even knew we were winning until we
had an eleven-point lead." White
wound up with 21 points.
Head coach Sue Kelly said: "I was
very proud of the way they finished.
The full court press caused a lot of

turnovers, and we converted them."
Bream agreed: "Once we applied
our intensity, we started forcing turnovers that were turning into easy baskets." Liberty had 14 steals and forced
29 turnovers.
Liberty began the game the way
they ended it utilyzing its height advantage to jump out to 20-9 lead in the
first six minutes. But Baptist, a Big
South conference member, quietly
fought back into the game, pulling

Liberty used a tenacious full court
press to overcome alO-point deficit
in thefinalfour minutes, beating Baptist College 89-78 in Liberty Gym
Saturday night
Baptist had taken a 72-62 lead before the Lady Flames began their
game-ending 27-6 run. Senior forward Stacey White hit a five-foot
jumper and was fouled on the shot
The ensuing free throw pulled LU to
within 72-65 with 4:01 remaining.
Freshman guard Cynthia Thomson, who scored 11 of her career-high
28 points during the stretch, grabbed
a Baptistreboundand drove coast-tocoast for a layup, pulling the Lady
Flames withinfivewith 3:27 remaining.
Liberty was forced to foul as Baptist went to stall tactics to kill the
clock, and the Lady Bucs' Veronica
Jenkins hit two free throws to put
Baptist on top 74-67.
But Liberty, 6-21, capitalized on
its effective press, scoring the next 18
points, including six within 12 seconds to cut the lead to one, 74-73..
Baptist committed three quick turnovers as Kathy Wooten and Theresa
Bream hit jumpers in the paint and
Thomson nailed two free throws.
After another Baptist turnover,
Wooten gave Liberty the lead it would
never relinquish when she coast-tocoast, made a running one-hander
and was fouled. Her free throw put
LU on top 76-74 with 1:59 left.
Wooten ended up with 11 points and
a team-high nine rebounds and five
assists.
Liberty's full court press then
caused three straight turnovers. Senior Stacey White scored 21 points in the I
Thomson converted all three, hitting 89-78 victory over Baptist Saturday.

within 25-21 with 6:04 left in the first
half.
Bream, who had 16 points and seven
rebounds for the game, ended the first
half, hitting two free throws to put LU
on top 36-32.
In the second half, however, the
Bucs began to slow the tempo down
as Baptist head coach John Jacumin
solved LU's 3-2 zone defense.
Baptist took its first lead of the
game on a Teresa Norman putback
with 18:02 left in the contest The 3938 Baptist lead ballooned to as high as
12points with 5:33remaining,before
Liberty's frenzied rally.
Thomson's 28 points were enough
to give her a school record for the
most points ever by a freshman. The
record was previously held by Harriett Blair during the 1985-86 season.
She also had five three-pointers to

pad her school record for the most
treys attempted and made in a season
(59 for 177).
Kelly said, "Cynthia is moving
away from the ball well, and when
she's open, she's unstoppable."
Earlier in the week Liberty went on
the road to play Richmond and walked
away with an 84-55 drubbing.
White led all scorers with 20 points,
but it was not enough as Richmond,
24-3, had 16 steals and forced 23
Liberty turnovers. Richmond is currently 11-0 in the Colonial Athletic
Association.
"They're an NCAA tournament
team," Kelly said, "but we kept it
close for much of the first half."
White added: "We did our best and
we didn't quit."
Bream had 14 points and nine rebounds.

When Sue Kelly was appointed
interim head coach of the women's
basketball team last fall, she had to
have known it would be a tough
season. Many onlookers predicted
a winless season • • - - „ • _ ,
for the Lady MarVin
Flames, who were HdlTtlett
in only their sec- — — — —
ond year of Division 1.
But Kelly proved the critics
wrong by dodging every bullet that
was fired at her team and produced
a cohesive unit of hoopsters that
have turned quite a few heads.
The team's problems began when
former coach Mike Goad quit, citing personal reasons. Soon thereafter, leading scorer Kristi Mercer
(17.7 ppg) and leading rebounder
Cheri Yates (12 rpg, 14.7 ppg) quit
the team, also for personal reasons.
These barriers, along with the
graduation of Saundra Bridges (16.7
ppg), pretty much guaranteed a disBy JEFFREY A. COTA
double figures. Sophomore Mike
mal season for LU. Overall, the team
Coleman scored 17 points and hauled
Asst Sports Editor
lost the top five scorers from the
down nine boards, while Tim Scarprevious year and the oultook was
Bailey Alston played his last games borough added 12 points and Steve
nearly catastrophic.
in a Liberty uniform last weekend by Farquhar (10 points) shot three-forThe "new team" featured only
three from the floor. The Flames finshooting the lights out
one returning starter, senior forward
Alston scored 34 points against ish the season with a record of 11-17.
Stacey White (6.3 ppg). Therestof
Alston shot eight-of-12 from the
Brooklyn College enroute to a 84-68
the returning players only averaged
thrashing of the Kingsmen on Sunday free-throw line, and Brett Badgett
a combined 7.2 ppg, giving the renight and scored 35 more in a loss to nailed six three-pointers, scoring 18
turnees a whopping 13.5 ppg. When
the University of Central Florida 86- points in a 86-79 loss to the Knights of
asked what some of her goals for the
79 at the UCF Gym on Friday night UCF on Friday night Scarborough
upcoming year were, Kelly simply
Alston added yet another milestone and Coleman added eight points and
responded, "Our number one goal is
in his three-year career at LU when he eight rebounds each for the Flames.
to glorify Christ in everything we
Frank Fontanetta scored 21 points,
scored his 700th point of the season
do. We can accomplish this by pullwhile
Dexter Gordon had 18 points
against Brooklyn.
ames thrilling
ing together as a team and being uniand
eight
rebounds, and John Shurina
In addition to Alston's 34 points,
Photo by Tim Lyons
fied." Despite a deceiving 6-21
added
17
more for the Kingsmen.
three other Flames' also scored in
record, the Lady Flames have played
tough in nearly every game. With a
break here and there, it could easily
be a .500 ball club.
Kelly stressed early to her young
team that White would be the foun- By KEVIN M. BLOYE
the first couple of innings," Speek as a hitter as there is in college base- went to me plate, but this year I don't ter John McClintock to load the bases
dation of the unit. Kelly had fol- Sports Editor
said. "But I started to feel a lot better ball," Liberty coach Bobby even think about it. As long as I'm in with no outs.
lowed White's career and began
by the third inning and was lucky to Richardson said. "There were about God's will, I have nothing to worry
Pinch-hitter Mike Kreider then
After the Liberty bullpen was have a lot of quick innings after that." 10 major league scouts here today to about."
working with her on her offensive
drove in the first run by collecting a
game. Kelly said she knew White tagged for a combined total of 20
In the third inning die Flames' took watch him and a couple of players
After McKay's hit, SpeekandTech walk on four straight pitches by
"had the potential to be a top scorer." runs in losses to Virginia Commondie lead for good when left-fielder from Virginia Tech."
starter Greg Margheim settled down Margheim. The next batter, Todd
White responded to Kelly's moti- wealth and Virginia earlier in the CaryMcKay laced a groundball triple
The scout scene is nothing new for until die eighth inning when the Swisher, greeted reliever Tim Fenn
vationby scoring in double figures week, the Flames were desperate for down diefirst-baseline to score Chris McKay who has hit .355 and .419 in Flames broke loose for three runs on with a sacrifice fly to center field to
in the team's first 24 games, a a strong performance from its start- Robbins fromfirstbase. WiUi a two- his last two seasons but somehow has only two hits to take a 6-2 lead.
score McKay. Right-fielder Phil Kulp
school record. She also leads the ing pitching in Thursday's game
for-four performance and his second not been selected in the June draft.
Robbins led off with his third hit of capped die three-run inning with a
team in scoring, averaging more against Virginia Tech.
game-winning hit of the season,
"Them (the scouts) being here the day and was driven to third by a sacrifice fly to deep leftfieldto score
than 18 ppg. "I never looked for
Enter "old reliable" Frank Speek. McKay raised his batting average to a doesn't really affect me anymore," double off the 370-mark in right-center McClintock from diird base.
shots until Coach KeUy pushed me The seniorright-handersurvived a
team-leading .437.
McKay said. "During my sophomore field by McKay. Tech coach Chuck
Nursing a four-run lead, Speek
to excel," White said.
shaky start and an unusual streak of
"Without a doubt Cary is as good year I thought about it every time I Hartman elected to walk clean-up bat- ended the game impressively by
Kelly reasoned that the team wildness to pitch his second straight
throwing nine pitches- all for strikes.
would utilize its quickness with a complete game in a 6-2 Flames' vic"In the last inning, every pitch was
ballhawking man-to-man defense. tory against the Hokies at Worthinga slider," Speek said.
Although Kelly has had mild suc- ton Field.
Despite the tremendous performcess with this defense, she has reSpeek struck out six and walked
ance by die Flames' pitcher, major
cently instituted a zone.
five batters en route to the complete
league scouts actually made die trip
Another factor for the Flames game six-hitter. The two earned
to Lynchburg to see McKay and die
improvement has been the fast runs were the only allowed by Speek
lech starter, Margheim. The lanky
emergence of freshman guard Cyn- this season to raise his earned run avleft-hander, who was drafted in die
thia Thomson, who has become a erage to a dazz 1 ing 1 .00 in 18 innings
16th round by the Montreal Expos
dangerous outside threat
of work. In the first game of the
last summer, was nailed for six runs
During practice Kelly also works season on Feb. 24, Speek allowed an
and 10 hits in seven innings of work.
with Thomson on positioning for unearned run in die Flames' 10-1
He was saved from further damage,
rebounds and on defense to develop pouncing of Duke. The Virginia
however, by die Flames' shoddy base
an all-round game.
Tech game, however, wasn' t so easy.
running. In die first six innings,
One of the more notable accomThe Hokies grabbed a quick 1-0
Margheim picked a total of five
plishments Kelly brought to the lead in thefirstinning on a walk, an
Flames' runners off first base.
team was the mid-season insertion error by Speek and a RBI single by
"Although die scoreboard says we
of Theresa Bream. Kelly described second baseman Len Wentz.
had 10 hits in die game, we really
Bream as "perhaps thefinestfemale
After the Flames took a 2-1 lead in
only had five because of our base
athlete to ever attend Liberty.
the second inning on an RBI single
running," Richardson said. "Two of
"I've wanted heron the team since by Flames' lead-off man Doug Brady,
those were legitimate pick-offs, but
the beginning of the season," KeUy Tech tied it in the third on a lead-off
die other tiiree were mistakes made
said.
triple by speedy Shaun Thomas and
by our runners. It's kind of hard to
Bream has lived up to Kelly's an RBI single by Mike Reedy.
run on a left-hander who has a great
Flames' pitcher Frank Speek delivers a pitch in Liberty's 6-2 victory over the Virginia Tech Hokies
expectations, consistently scoring
"My arm felt really tight during Thursday. The Flames' raised their record to 2-2.
PhotobyDmmEnQiwi move tofirstbase."
in double figures and banging the
boards with authority.
By TIM SEARS
a basketball autographed by Larry Bird, Michael Jordan, Magic
Sophomore Lynn Beardslee has
Champion
Reporter
Johnson and Kareem Abdul-Jabaar.
also shown tremendous potential
Aldiough Webb has many valuable items, his favorites are photoscoring 18 points in a recent game
Like many collectors, Tom Webb "showed off a part of his graphs of his children with superstars (Webb's kids Steve and Stan
against Western Carolina
enormous sports memorablia collection witii child-like endiusiasm are named after Stan Musial and Steve Garvey).
Kelly has also brought excitement
to a Sports Management class Thursday, Feb. 22.
to a team that doomsayers had all
Webb's collection had humble beginnings. As a kid he stored his
On display was a variety of different items. One of die most precious cards in a shoe box and bought packs of baseball cards
but given up on. She does not hesivaluable items was a complete 1953 Bowman set, witii most of die whenever he was able. Webb said, "I am a kid at heart, and I wdl
tate to stand up for her team by
cards were autographed. For die serious baseball card collector, a always be a kid at heart I just love collecting."
yelling at an official to protest a call.
Bowman set is die Rolls Royce of all die otiier sets. Brad Epps a
Today what was once a childhood hobby has turned into extra
During a home game against
member
of die class said, "Of all die items, I was most impressed income for Webb. He is using cards to support his sons dirough colWestern Carolina, Kelly was called
witii the 1953 Bowman set He had an old issue of a 1961 Life lege. However, he said, "It is still a hobby, not my income." Webb
for two technical fouls in less than
magazine
featuring Mickey Mantle, Roger Maris, and Babe Ruth on is currently die principal of J.J Elementary in Rustburg.
two minutes. The tactful ploy indie
cover.
He was able to get autographs of all three players. Webb
spired LU as it nearly fought back
Webb gave some advice to die class members who might be interestimated
die
value of die magazine at $3,000 dollars.
ested in card selling to earn some extra income or in starting a fullfrom a 22-point deficit before losing
Webb also had an autographed rookie card of Liberty baseball fledged business operation. He said, "I have hit all kinds of areas
81-69.
coach
Bobby Richardson with an estimated value of $100-$125.
in collecting, but I would advise you to have one area of specializaOn a team that boasts only one
tion tike rookie cards, complete sets, uniforms, baseball caps,
Webb
does
not
just
collect
baseball
memorablia.
He
said,
"I
try
senior and one junior, Kelly has
football
cards or autographs."
to
do
tilings
a
little
different"
One
of
diose
unique
items
is
a
overcome much adversity. She also
autograph
picture
of
four
presidents
Jimmy
Carter,
Richard
Nixon,
has sent a message that Liberty will
Webb wdl be one of many collectors selling at a fairly large
Gerald Ford, and Ronald Reagan. Anodier very valuable item was baseball card convention this summer at Liberty University.
be a force to be reckoned with.

Alston dominates
UCF Tournament

Speek silences Va. Tech attack, 6-2

Baseball
cards are
not just a
kids' hobby
anymore
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Richardson: We have no weaknesses
By KEVIN M.BLOYE

Paul Johnson (Sr.) - "The starting
quarterback on the football team for
four years, Paul is the

mound. This year, we have a threeman starting rotation that I am confident will keep us in
every ball game. I am
more excited about this
season than I have ever
been."
Before Liberty's
opening day victory
over Duke, Richardson
evaluated each player
on the 1990 squad

Sports Editor

Since taking over the head coaching position of the Liberty baseball
program in 1987, coach Bobby
Richardson has watched has watched
his teams improve every year.
Afterarough 12-26season in 1987,
the Flames won 18gamesin 1988 and
25 games last year. This year
Richardson feels that the Flames'
have the talent and chemistry to win
more than 30 games and advance into
post-season regional competition.
'Tor the first time that I've been
here, I can honestly say that there is
not a weakness on the team,"
Richardson said. "Our pitching is
what I think will pull us through. A
couple of years ago, our only chance
was when Randy Tomlin was on the

key to our pitching staff

this year. He' 11 be used
as the stopper in our
bullpen."
Mike Linen (Jr.)"(Linen) Is the spiritual leader on the
ballclub. He is most
effective in a long relief role."

Todd Martin (Fr.)
PITCHING:
Bobby Richardson
"The
first time I saw
Mark Barnes (So.)Todd
was
at
my
baseball
camp two
"Mark is a young pitcher who is still in
years
ago.
Since
then,
he
has develthe developing stage in our program."
oped
into
a
fine
pitcher.
He
has a lot
Tim Collins (Ft.) - "He's the best
potential."
competitor on the team."
Mac McDowell (Jr.) - "A transfer
Chad Fox (So.) - "Should see a
from
Elon College, Mac will be used
good number of innings in relief this
as
a
spot-starter
and a long-relief man.
year."
He is the pastor on our team who has
traveled to different churches on
weekends preaching the gospel."
data Qaaama
Time
Lance Price (Sr.) - "Lance is the
senior
class president and an excelOld Dominion
3:00p.m.
11
lent student in the classroom. His
JMU
3:00p.m.
12
Longwood C. (DH) 1:00p.m.
14
performance in the starting rotation
Norfolk State
3:00p.m.
16
will have a tremendous effect on our

success this year."
Frank Speck (Sr.) - "BecauseFrank
won eight games last year, he is the
first man in our starting rotation. He
has an excellent slider and a lot of
confidence when he steps on the
mound."
Derek Syrjala (Sr.) - "Derek will
be a key man in relief this year. I have
a lot of confidence in his abilities."
Toby Toburen (Jr.) - "Toby throws
harder than anyone on the staff. He
has a chance to play professional ball
if he develops his control and breaking ball. He will be used as the number
two man in our starting rotation."
Travis Wilemon (Fr.) - "A quarterback on the football team, he has
tremendous potential as a pitcher. He
will play a lot of baseball at Liberty."

Flames' 1990 Baseball Schedule
March
7

e
9
11
12
12

13
14
15

16
17
20
22
27
28

29
30
31
April
2
4
5

6
7
9
10

Urns

Opponent

Date

at Winthrop
at The Citadel
at Jacksonville
'Wisconsin-Mil.
&Pennsylvania
'Rhode Island
Slndiana
&Rollins
&Pennsylvania
&lndiana
& Rollins
at Geo. Wash.
William & Mary
at William & Mary
Bucknell
Virginia
at N. C. State
at N. C. State

2:00p.m.
2:00p.m.
7:00p.m.
7:00p.m.
1:15p.m.
6:30p.m.
1:15p.m.
7:15p.m.
1:15p.m.
1:15p.m.
2:30p.m.
2:30p.m.
3:30p.m.
3:00p.m.
3:00p.m.
3:00p.m.
3:00p.m.
2:00p.m.

at Campbell (DH)
at Howard
at Arizona
at Arizona
at Arizona
at Virginia Tech
%VMI

1:00p.m.
1:00p.m.
7:00p.m.
7:00p.m.
1:00p.m.
3:00p.m.
7:00p.m.

17
19
20
21
23
24

at Wake Forest
3:00p.m
at Old Dominion
7:00p.m.
atVMI
3:00p.m.
atJMU(DH)
1:00p.m.
at Appalachian State3:00p.m.
%N. C. State
3:00p.m.
Howard
3:00p.m.
%VCU
3:00p.m.
at MD.-Balt. County 3:00p.m
1:00p.m.
atGMU(DH)
%Rlchmond
7:00p.m.

25
26
27
28
30
May

Writers recognize top Flame performers

1
2
3
4
5

at Richmond
3:00p.m.
Wake Forest
3:00p.m.
at Radford
3:00p.m.
%Radford
7:00p.m.
at Norfolk State
2:00p.m.
Opponents in Bold constitute home
games- (DH) constitutes double
headers-* at Boardwalk Baseball in
Fla.-& at Rollins College Toumament% at City Stadium

Liberty 6 Va. Tech 2
Virginia Tech Hokles

Liberty Flames
Player
Brady SS
Robbins 2B
McKay LF
Mc€hck3B
Samples CF
Krieder ph
Swisher IB
Kulp RF
Brahn DH
Bream ph
Eeles C

AB
4
4
4
2
3
0
3
3
3
0
3

R H RBI
0 2
1
0
3 3
1 2
1
1 1
0
0
0 0
0 0
1
0 0
1
1
0 2
1 0
0
0
0 0
0 0
0
6

29
Liberty
VA. Tech

1
1

1
C

AB
3
3
4
3
3
4
3
1
2
1
3
1

R
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

31

2

5

10
1
1

Player
Dallas SS
Reedy DH
Home IB
Wentz2B
lenneUeLF
Emmons RF
Haggas 3B
Render ph
Creasy C
Hatfield ph
Thomas CF
Simmons ph

Q
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

3
0

0

H RBI
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
5

6
2

E-Speek, Dallas, Haggas .Thomas LOB-LU6.VT7 DP-VT4 2B-Robbins,McKay,
Dallas 3B- McKay, Thomas SF- Swisher, Kulp SB- Kreider, Eeles, Dallas
Liberty
Speek(W2-0)
VA.Tech
Margheim (L 1-0)
Fenn
Cope
Clontz

IP
9

H
5

R ER
2
2

7
1/3
1/3
1/3

10
0
0
0

6
0
0
0

5
0
0
0

BB SO
6
5
4
0
0
1

4
0
0
1

CATCHING
Jamey Mason (Sr.) -" Jamey is the
key to our ballclub this season. Drafted
by the California Angels last summer,
he decided to come back be our
catcher. He will determine our effectiveness as a team."
David Eeles (So.) -"Dave is an
excellent defensive catcher who will

back up Mason."
Karl Shoemaker (Fr.) -"Karl is THIRD BASE
John McClintock (Sr.) - "John is
another excellent student in the classroom who will see some catching the team leader among the seniors this
duties this year. He came to us as a year. He is a good power-hitter with
walk-on last fall and, I really liked great baseball instincts."
him a lot"
OUTFIELD
FIRST BASE
Danny Brahn (So.) - "I'm looking
Todd Swisher (Sr.) - "He has the for big things out of him this year.
ability to play in the big leagues right Danny has power and is a good defennow defensively. When we go to sive player."
Florida, he will be inserted in the
Mike Kreider (So.) - "Mike is
starting rotation as our fourth starter. probably the best all-around player
He has a lot of potential as a pitcher." on the team. He will also be used as
Sheldon Bream (So.) - "Sheldon a pitcher, and he has the ability to play
has the potential one day to be as good practically every position on the field."
as his brother (Sid Bream)."
Phil Kulp (Jr.) - "Probably the best
prospect on the team, Phil has a lot of
SECOND BASE
power and is probably the team leader.
Chris Robbins (Jr.) - "Chris is the He is another excellent student in the
best contact hitter on the team. He has classroom."
Cary McKay (Sr.) - "Without a
excellent range at second base and is
doubt,
he (McKay) is one of the finest
a great double play man."
hitters in college baseball. He is a
potential All-American this season."
SHORTSTOP
Todd Samples (So.) - 'Todd is
Doug Brady (Jr.) - "Doug is the
going
to have a good year this year.
key to the middle part of our defense.
He
has
the ability to play professional
He is the most valuable player on the
baseball."
team."

2

Liberty wrapped up the 1989-90
season with a 84-68 victory over
Brooklyn College Sunday. The
Flames wonfiveof their last six games
and finished with an 11-17 record
(one more victory than last year.)
Here is a list of post-season accolades given by the Flames' beat writers Kevin Bloye and Jeff Cota.
Most Valuable Player: Bailey
Alston- Who else? Alston, easily the
most prolific scorer in Flames' history, averaged 25.5 points per game
andfinishedamong the top 20 in the
nation in scoring once again.
Alston led the Flames in scoring in
27 out of the 28 games and ended his
career at LU with a record 83 consecutive games in double figures.
During the Flames' four-game winning streak, Alston hit the gamewinning shot in every game. He will
be sorely missed next season. Run-

ner-up: Tim Scarborough.
Unsung Hero: Tim ScarboroughGiven the starting role for the first
time onaconsistentbasis, the Flames'
Mr. Consistencyfinishedsecond in
scoring (11.3 PPG, second in assists
(88), and first in three-pointers (42)
and ). Scarborough showed up for
every game and gave a steady performance every time on the court.
Runner-up: Brett Badgett.
Newcomer of the Year: Brett
Badgett - Badgett, a transfer from
Montreat Anderson Junior College,
handled a lot of the Flames' "dirty"
work under the boards despite being
only 6-3. Badgett finished the season
averaging 7.2points and 5.2 rebounds
per game capping the season with an
18-point (six three-pointers) perform ance against Central Florida last Friday. Runner-up: B J Burton.
Biggest Surprise: Mike Coleman-

Easy choice. After struggling throughout his freshman year last year (1.7
ppg., 2.8 rpg.), Coleman was forced
into the starting center role and responded in impressive fashion. He
finished the '89-'90 season with 11.3
ppg. and 7.2 rpg. More impressively,
Coleman shot a red-hot 66 percent
from the field and was among the
nation's leaders in that category.
Runner-up: Paul Nazigan.
Most Inspirational Player: Paul
Nazigan- After three and a half years
on the end of the Flames' bench,
Nazigan's number was finally calledlate in the season and the fourth-year
LU forward did not disappoint After
his insertion into the starting line-up

Electrolysis...
let it work for you.

SUMMER '90 JOB OPPORTUNITY
GREENFROG CONSTRUCTION

,y..biti, /us.-,,.!!., ,!,_
„"i;,ih,!,art!
of your body, pennanctrtly.

Call (804) 845-0480

Five construction jobs available at
Randolph Macon College
Starting rate $6.00 per hour.
$8.00 per hour for experienced tuck pointers.
10-12 hours per day. Six days per week.
Contact J i m Horton 237-6215

on Feb. 12, the Flames won five of
their last eight games; andalotof the
credit goes to Nazigan. An all-out
hustler and an excellent passer, Nazigan was the missing link that was
discovered too late in his career.
Runner-up: Bailey Alston.
Next year's MVP favorite: Mike
Coleman - When LU opens the season in the new Vines Covocation
Center, Coleman will begin his third
year and will be the team's most
experienced player. Coleman is expected to be the Flames' court leader
next season in a group that will feature a load of talent but a minimum of
experience. Runner-up: Red-shirt
freshman Julius Nwosu.

DOLORES H. AYRES, D.C.T.
Experience makes a difference!
Bring this ad in for $ 5 Off First Treatment
2511 Memorial Ave., Lynchburg
1 Block from The Plaza

Licensed, With Over
13 Years Experience

Classifieds
Is your club Interested
earning $1,000+ for a one
week, on-campus marketing
project? You must be well
organized and hard working.
Call Jenny or Myra at (800)
592-2121.
WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION
OR BIG SCREEN TV PLUS
RAISE UP TO 1,400 IN JUST
10 DAYS ! I ! Objective:
Fundraiser Commitment:
Minimal Money: Raise $1,400
Cost:
Zero investment
Campus organizations, clubs
callOCMC: 1(800)932-0528/
1(800) 950-8472, ext. 10

At our law school, this book
still carries alot of weight.

MUST SELL: PONTIAC
FIER01986, New tires, battery, low miles, excellent condition. Selling for tuition money.
Call after 6 p.m. 239-2960
1981 SUZUKI 250T, street bike,
good helmet included, asking
$300.00 Call 332-7103 after 6
p.m.
1979 Chevrolet Mallbu- AT,
PS, PB, V-8, Dependable
transportation. Asking $800.00
Call 525-6481 after 5:30.
ADVERTISE
IN
THE
LIBERTY
CHAMPIONS
CLASSIFIEDS ONLY 10* PER
WORD. CONTACT THE
CHAMPION AT 582-2471

Ironic. The most relevant lawbook in the universe is one most law schools all but ignore. But
study law at Regent University and youll know the Lawgiver as well as you know the law.
And you'll be empowered to make critical judgements when the going gets critical. To find out
about a master plan for life and receive a free video viewbook, call 1-800-952-8000.

Regent University
O formerly CBN University

J

A Christian university in Virginia Beach, Va., offering graduate degrees from five colleges and possessing America's only accredited, Bible-based law school.
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You've seen the
cars - here are
the owners
Memories of riding Liberty's famous yellow limousine

Photo by D»wn English

Photo by Greg Havener

Brett Harvey in a 70 M.G. convertible

Photo by Qreg Hcvantr

